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A Model for the Emergence of Cafe´-au-Lait Macules
To the Editor: diffusion), these pigmentation anomalies emerge naturally (see
Methods). Simulating this model numerically we obtained the
Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) or von Recklinghausen neuro- concentration landscape of Fig 1. Setting a threshold of a critical
value of concentration – this amounts to cutting through thefibromatosis, is a disease with an incidence of about 1 in 3000
(von Deimling et al, 1995). This common heritable disorder is concentration landscape of Fig 1 – we obtained the oval shaped
spots of Fig 1 (lower panel ). Rarely, in these simulations irregulartransmitted in an autosomal dominant form. Approximately
30%–50% of all cases do not have a family history of NF1 owing spots emerge. This is caused by an extremely uneven distribution
of the initial concentration.to new mutations of the NF1 gene (von Deimling et al, 1995).
Diagnosis is mainly clinical and requires the following signs: cafe´- This study proposed a very simple model for the emergence of
cafe´-au-lait macules. It was inspired by the regulation of growthau-lait spots, neurofibromas, glioma of the optic nerve, axillary
lentigo, Lisch’s nodules, and bone lesions (NIH Consensus or survival of neurons during development by the nerve growth
factor (Casaccia-Bonnefil et al, 1996; Davies et al, 1987). ThisDevelopment Conference Statement, 1988; von Deimling et al,
1995). Cafe´-au-lait spots are areas of hyperpigmentation of the model is based on differences in concentration that result in a
diffusion process. These differences may be very small and causedskin consisting of an increased content of precursors of melanin
macroglobules (Kaufmann et al, 1989; Eisenbarth et al, 1995). These by random deviations. We further assumed a link of this unknown
substance, which is likely to be related to neurofibromin (Seizinger,benign lesions usually exhibit a smooth contour and are often the
first symptoms of NF1. These possible manifestations make cafe´- 1993) but which does not concern neurofibromin, to the melanin
content of melanocytes and a critical level of concentration neededau-lait macules important for diagnosis (Ortonne et al, 1980; Huson
et al, 1989). Seizinger (1993) suggested, based on the finding that for the emergence of these areas of hyperpigmentation. We do not
postulate that the critical level of concentration needs to be belowa variety of unrelated tumor types are associated with NF1 gene
aberrations, an importance of neurofibromin, the protein encoded a certain value, it could be, but that it needs to be in a region,
where it cuts a concentration landscape unevenly. Unlike anotherby the NF1 gene, for the regulation of growth and the differentiation
of a variety of cell types. The way neurofibromin acts may depend model (Riccardi, 1981), which relies on cell–cell interaction, the
proposed model explains the form of cafe´-au-lait spots with aon cell type or developmental status (Seizinger, 1993; Griesser
et al, 1997). Observed alterations in melanogenesis in cultured diffusion process and a concentration threshold.
melanocytes from NF1 patients (Kaufmann et al, 1989; Kaufmann
METHODSet al, 1991) are found to be related to a reduction of neurofibromin
(Griesser et al, 1995). Griesser et al (1997) emphasize the importance We use a simple, analytic model of the skin, the two-dimensional
of different neurofibromin levels after transcription, although no euclidian space:
causal relationship between a reduced level of neurofibromin and
an increase of cafe´-au-lait macules has been described. The post- IR2 5 ((x, y): x ε IR, y ε IR).
transcriptional regulation of neurofibromin levels may be caused
by an unknown mechanism influencing both neurofibromin con-
We start with an arbitrary concentration of the unknown substance,centration and emergence of cafe´-au-lait macules. In this study a
ρ0(x,y). Then the concentration will equalize described by themodel for the emergence of cafe´-au-lait spots is proposed and
simplest form of the diffusion equation:supported by numerical simulations. The only assumptions that are
made are the existence of the dependence of the increased melanin
content on the concentration of an unknown substance and the
j
→
5 τ · ,ρ.existence of a critical level of this substance in a special phase of
development. Where j
→
is the flow of the substance, ,ρ is the gradient of the
How do these oval shaped spots emerge? Small differences in concentration, and τ is the diffusion constant. The continuity
the initial concentration of the unknown postulated substance, equation
which are responsible for the changed differentiation of melanocytes
din cafe´-au-lait areas, cause diffusion. div( j
→
)5 ρ
Assuming a critical level of concentration, at an early stage of dt
development (before the appearance of cafe´-au-lait spots but after
leads to
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results in ellipses with the center in (x0, y0) (local minimum),
for small ε . 0 and neglecting the error o(δ2x 1 δ2y) of the Taylor
series. For (x0, y0) being a local maximum the ‘‘,’’ needs to be
replaced by a ‘‘.’’ in the above equation.
These ellipses, in their most general form, represent the
oval spots.
For simulation the skin is modelled by a square lattice. In
every point there is an amount of the unknown substance.
This is modelled by a (N 3 M )-matrix K, where every Knm(t)
is a function of time. Knm(t) resembles the concentration of
the unknown substance at lattice point (n,m) and time t (see
Fig 1).
We started with the matrix Knm (0) (t 5 0). This matrix was
initialized with Knm 5 1 1 N(0,0.01) (N(µ,σ) – pseudo random
numbers with a Gaussian distribution, a mean of µ and a
standard deviation of σ). This resembled a concentration that is
constant, except for small deviations. The diffusion process was
approximated stepwise by randomly and evenly distributing the
amount Kn,m(t) to its neighbouring lattice points. To suppress
border effects, the concentrations on the left border were
assigned as being neighbours to the concentrations on the right
border; the same procedure for the top and the bottom
concentrations was performed.
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